Please visit the links to hear featured instruments in *George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker*® composed by Tschaikovsky:

*George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker, “Act I: March”*

[https://bit.tdf.org/3CmYaS0](https://bit.tdf.org/3CmYaS0)

- trumpet
- violin

*George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker, “Act I: Waltz of the Snowflakes”*


- flute
- triangle

*George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker, “Act II: Waltz of the Flowers”*

[https://bit.tdf.org/3Tdf4cu](https://bit.tdf.org/3Tdf4cu)

- harp

*George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker, “Act II: Sugarplum Fairy”*

[https://bit.tdf.org/3SSQaz4](https://bit.tdf.org/3SSQaz4)

- celesta
- bass clarinet